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Welcome to  Advanced Document Management System 1.2.0 

 for Travel Agents, Tour Operators and Hoteliers.  
 

Advanced Document management system with intelligent 

“decision engine.”  This will make office complete paperless. 

We create things with a passion 

and with Mind - Body and Soul 
 
This is not off-the-self software,  it’s engine  
can be customized as per your preferences.  
We consider every business as  a different 
business.  
 
 

Let’s first analyze how it can 

help you to improve your quality of work at your 

work place and then we will talk about time saving 

through it. 
 

DMS can bring  effectiveness in 
your organization in following 
way. 
 

Get yourself Free from 

Chaotic Folder System – 

Physical and Digital 
 
 You do not have to memorize  
which folder you have kept any 
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specific document. No need to ask assistant to find different version of 

documents. Finding Docs with DMSTRAVEL is Instant .  
 
 

Never Loose any Data and 

Get it Anywhere , Anytime 

and Quick  
It is Quite Easy Just save and Tag.  No 
Loss of Document due to Virus , Hard 
Disc Crash ,  Lost in Pen Drive. Just 
Search by keywords or  even by  
Today, Yesterday, this week , Last 
week , this month , last months , 
Between Dates, Quarters, years and 
More. 
 

Your search is not googling.  
Unlike google results are not an 
approximation  or  have  degree of relevancy 
or results without restrictions. Here results are 
the function of who is browsing the data - your 
authorisation  , what you are looking for - it 
exists or it is expired with exact result. 

 

Your 

document is safe and even your 

server / data administrator can’t 

trace any Document. 
All file names are encrypted and stored and it 
appears as junk code only in Database. Matrix and 
Tree access permissions can improve your 
organization’s security and data accessibility 
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Fuel your Marketing with 

DMSTRAVEL. 
Improve marketing Communication by 
analyzing various proposal versions 
and Pricing alternatives, Compare 
Performance by YoY, QoQ and More 
with easily searchable relevant 
document . Just need to search             
“ sales Performace Report + Name + 
2012, 2011” and more. No Loss of old 
client's Documents and Contracts. 
Details available any where and 
anytime.  
 

 
 
 

Better Reporting with 

Upload Notification.  
Get work done notifications and it will help 
to make your team efficient with better 
accountability and it will help you in better 
operations management. Improve in work 
flow management. 
 
 

 

Improve and enrich your 

company knowledge base. 
Never loose any information. Your  
knowledge is not  dependent  on any  
team member leaving the organization or 
transfer to different department.  
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Let’s see how it can help you to improve your time 

management at your work place. Let’s take an 

example of Mr. SAM , the owner of  small travel 

business. 

 
 
Mr. Sam was happy that his company  has grown three  fold in last 
one year  but at the same time he was worried that how he will be 
able to manage it without increasing resources by at least  TWO 

times. He implemented DMS Travel  form ARBS. 

He can save minimum 28 Days in a year 

( if he saves  even 30 Min. in a day ) 

Working  6 days a week * 
 
First problem was to manage ever increasing itinerary packages and 
customizing standard mailers . Through DMS Travel   it has been easy 
to find right one . It was quite easy to locate  “Golden Triangle  + 
Khajuraho and Chitwan with one search. Even his junior team can 
select best itinerary ideas  within seconds without going through 
multiple folders and reading, emailing, faxing  and exploring details . 

His team saved Minimum 56 Days in a 

year ( if he saves 1 Hour a day  ) 

 
Mr. Sam was worried  about  Hotel and transport price  and it’s  
increase. Earlier he has to go though n number of physical and digital 
files to dig and find details . Now he has complete valid list of  price 
availability in one click. 

His team saved Minimum 14 Days in a 

year ( if he saves 15 Min. a day  ) 

28
DAYS 

56 
DAYS 

14
DAYS 
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He has also created Minutes of the meeting and To dos list . he can 
access all his to dos uploaded  through DMS Travel .   

His team saved Minimum 14 Days in a 

year ( if he saves 15 Min. a day  ) 

 
 

 
 
 

 
While talking to clients he must quote commendations , referrals  
and other  docs. He just search and find the right  referrals for 
specific country.  As he saves time he can use it in better ways  

His team saved Minimum 7 Days in a 

year ( if he saves 7.5 Min. a day  ) 

 
 
 
 

 
One of his client also want to customize  trip by adding other 
offbeat destinations. He has done that destination but he want 
specific old details a.s.a.p. He just put a search in DMS Travel   . He 
also got some other information which his colleague has added last 
year and it was a good value addition.  

His team saved Minimum 14 Days in a 

year ( if he saves 15 Min. a day  ) 

 
 
He has a meeting today  with his old  vendor and he want to see old  
contract before meeting and he has already left office and he just 
put a search in his mobile and got the last contract before he reach 
the meeting destination. Thank  god he has an access right to view 
certain document  over  his mobile outside the office. 

14 
DAY 

14 
DAY 

7 
DAYS 

5 
% MORE 
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He Negotiates 5% more due to supported 

document in time. 
 
He  also want to review his company profile before new season . He 
just search all  the profiles version on DMS Travel and re-updated 
his  profile in website and brochure .  

He saved a day but quality improvement 

can’t be quantify now 

 
 

 
 

 
He was sitting with Accountant and and want to review his credit 
card payments / Tel. Bill / other Expanse bill in one year for the 
company and it was just a click away 

He saved his precious 2 days  
 
 
 

 
 
DMS Travel  support  matrix hierarchy system and Sam created his 
team hierarchy with access and upload rights with a facility to 
complete branch wise document assignment system depending 
upon KRA ( Key responsibility Area ) of individual and team .  

His document rights are secured and 

right person has right Docs. 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
DAY 

2 
DAYS 

?  
DAYS 
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 Apart from  benefits it is not a software which 

require lots of learning. 25 Min. is enough to 

learn it. 

 

Let’s explore more…  
 

 Manage form anywhere with better work flow management 

 

 Add & Search itineraries in a Click 

 

 Keep and Update Records without loss say agreements , terms ,  

contracts etc 

 

 Analysis of marketing performance of Individuals and team 

 

 Comparing Hotel Price and Bargain for the best price 

 

 Transport Price comparison of multiple vendors 

 

 Remarketing database  

 

 Increase of photograph of destination and use it for promotions 

 

 Improvement of standard mailers by incremental improvements 
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 Keep Client’s Commendation and use it for marketing and  better 

Customer Care 

 

 And usages are endless … 

 

 

 

If we summaries in 3 points then we can say we 

are planning to go for  

 

 
 

 

You have lots of things to do and I do not want  to 

take more of your time . Please also visit 
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BhartiWeB 

( A. R. Bharti Softland P. Ltd.)   
 

 ( just launched ) 

You  can contact us at +91 9810054323 , 

9910054323, +91 120 4763300 ( 100 Lines) 

 

Email : alok@bhartiweb.com ,  

Support@bhartiweb.com 
 
 

 
 
 

this is your TECH Advantage . 

mailto:alok@bhartisoftland.com
mailto:Support@bhartisoftland.com

